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Chapter 1: The New Dawn

3 December 2020, Bangalore

The expanse of the sky clouded with mist and rain drops that no
more fell perpendicular to the land magnified the beauty of the rays
of sun piercing through the clouds from my balcony. Its 6 am on a
Thursday morning and my entire family was getting ready to begin
their daily routine of yoga and mediations. My home looked very
refreshing and alive at this hour of time which perhaps was never
the case few months ago. This house we lived in was never a home
for us rather we were all scattered by our work, stress of
performance at work, lack of time, unbalanced & unhealthy lifestyle
and most importantly divided by phones even though we lived in the
same house. Very clearly the new dawn had embarked on us!

About a year ago there was news of a rare contagious virus that
succumbed people to death in Wuhan city of Hubei province in
China. I remember how every one of us continued our life reading
and watching the news in Wuhan. Obviously, it was some other
country miles away and why any of us should really bother as long
as it’s not us! The human mindset works on the basis of securing
itself first. Far away from the core of epidemic, it was like watching a
thriller movie. The virus was zootonic and closely related to Bat,
Pangolin & SARS corona viruses which caused pneumonia and
acute respiratory distress syndrome.

Many scientists & researchers of course from rest of the world
joined the bandwagon to find the root cause of this contagious virus
but little did they know that they were dealing with something that
would break war against humanity. In matter of few weeks when the
world was celebrating new year this virus took a new turn and
started spreading to more countries taking many lives and left many



thousands impacted. The year 2020 began with a dreadful attack of
an alien virus and in no time what appeared to be an epidemic was
declared as Pandemic by the World Health Organization.

We all grew up watching movies like Independence Day,
Armageddon, where humanity battled a war against the giant aliens.
Little did we know that one day humanity will wage a war against an
alien in real, only difference was that instead of a gigantic alien that
invaded the earth with weapons of mass destruction, we dealt with
an alien microscopic virus which could not be seen or felt until it
infected the body of a human. The alien virus which was now named
as Covid-19 used our body, our mind, our fears and our weakness
as its weapon of mass destruction.
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